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New church grows in western Australia
By Fred Malone

I departed from Baton Rouge on Nov.
21, arriving in Perth, Western Australia, 25
hours later on the morning of Nov. 23.
I am still not sure where that missing
day went. But when I walked off the plane,
there was the extra-tall Allen Beardmore
waiting for me (I feel like I am 5 feet tall
next to him). What a joy!
As we drove to his home in the
corporate area of Subiaco within greater
Perth, I felt growing anticipation to see
Katie and the children again. Walking
through the front door, there was sweet
Katie and their growing children, all of
whom seemed to have grown a foot since
I had seen them.
It was Thanksgiving in the States but
we had an ordinary meal that day because
Allen and Katie are training the children to
be Australians. That was sobering to me. I
think that I still can’t believe that they are
not coming back to us soon. But they are
committed to staying there for the long
term.
Their rental home was built around
1900 and has four large rooms for bedrooms
and one bath, one of the bedrooms dedicated
to home schooling and as a playroom. The
home is surrounded by a concrete fence
with an entrance gate from the sidewalk
into their paved front yard.

Inside: Reformation:
Then and Now. PAGE 3

The congregation of Emmanuel Reformed Baptist Church gathers in Perth.
Their central living area has a fireplace
with a beautiful wood plaque on the mantel
reading: “Use the World … Live On Christ.”
The church kindly sent the same plaque to
me after I returned to the States. It rests on
our piano for all who come to see.
Opening off the living area is the dining

and kitchen space at the back of the house,
which in turn opens by sliding doors to the
paved back yard where the children play.
There is a covered porch area just outside
the sliding doors for shade on hot days …

IRBS Seminary taking shape.
PAGE 4

Church planting reports.
PAGES 11-12

See Perth, page 12
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Though the meeting depicted here was fictitious, this illustrates the face-off between the Catholic church and Protestants, sitting on the left
side of the table: Luther, Zwingli, Calvin, Melanchthon, Bugenhagen and Oecolampadius.

Commentary: The Reformation, then and now
By Kurt Smith

When we think and consider how monumental the Protestant
Reformation was, any sensible and discerning Christian is
compelled to confess with Philip Schaff (1819-1893), that next to the
introduction of Christianity, this is “the greatest event in history.”
In fact, as Terry Johnson pointed out, the Protestant Reformation
“would forever alter the face of Western Civilization, and through
it, the world.”
Now, of course, to make such a claim as this must be proven.
What did the Protestant Reformation do to Western Civilization?
Johnson answered this question in the following way: Socially,
it broke down the wall between the sacred and secular, leading to a
fresh appreciation for marriage, family, and the ordinary tasks of life.
Politically, it led to the recognition of an essential equality among
all people, a recognition of basic human rights, and accordingly the
creation of representative forms of government. Economically, it
promoted free-market economics and gave workers a new sense of
dignity in their labors. And educationally, it gave force to universal
literacy, as the common people learned to read for themselves.
In short, the Protestant Reformation of the 16th century “led to
freedom: personal, political, economic, and intellectual.”

But certainly, the most profound effect brought by the Protestant
Reformation was religious. In fact, this is really where we must
see the heart of the Reformation. Under the divine providence
of God, the Protestant Reformation was a rediscovery of biblical
Christianity. For it reintroduced God’s Word to the common people
in their own tongue, recovered the gospel of God’s sovereign grace
in Jesus Christ, and re-established the church as the body of Christ
– with Christ ruling her as her sole Head by His Word alone. The
Protestant Reformation therefore was a spiritual awakening.
Yet, to be even more specific, it was an evangelical awakening
– since it proclaimed the Bible as having both the final and supreme
authority for faith and practice; and it declared as loudly as it could
that salvation is by grace alone through faith alone on account of
Christ alone to the glory of God alone.
This was the Protestant Reformation in its purity, in its
essence.
This essential character of the Reformation has come to be
known as the formal and material principles or causes that drove
the Reformers in everything they stood for as ministers of the Word,
See Commentary, page 15
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IRBS: Seminary making progress toward opening
By The IRBS Theological
Seminary Administrative Team

The year of our Lord 2018 brings
great excitement to the Reformed Baptist
movement, a growing group of likeminded believers with a network that
crosses the globe.
It is evident that, to our great joy, the
doors will open this year for the inaugural
class of IRBS Theological Seminary, the
Lord willing.
The path that led to the upcoming
events began long ago when Reformed
Baptists in America, even prior to
associating as ARBCA, made ministerial
training a priority. The great blessing of
partnership with Westminster Seminary
California provided 20 years in which
Reformed Baptists were able to instruct
men for future ministry under WSC
oversight and operating as the Institute
for Reformed Baptist Studies.
By May 2018, 36 students will have
graduated under this arrangement.
The IRBS Trustees began formal
consideration of a standalone seminary in
2015. A feasibility study was conducted
and fund-raising began soon afterward.
As deliberation continued, it became
evident that the best location for the
seminary is Mansfield, Texas, close to
the heart of U.S. transportation and close
to multiple ARBCA churches that can
host students as members, interns and
participants in ministry.
In early 2016 a Board of Regents
began as a formal gathering of businessminded people who were ready and able
to advise the trustees on legal, investment,
business and other practical matters. This
group is now also instrumental in raising
the funds to provide the foundation for
IRBS Theological Seminary.
At this time the Board of Regents
numbers five with several potential
Regents considering appointments.
The ARBCA General Assembly
approved the standalone seminary project
on April 26, 2017. The IRBS trustees
named the school IRBS Theological
Seminary and named Dr. James Renihan

as the first president.
The action of the ARBCA General
Assembly is highly significant. It means
that IRBS Theological Seminary will
be under the authority of a confessional
association of churches.
For a number of years in the U.S.
and elsewhere, academic institutions
have drifted away from any ecclesiastical
authority. This has resulted in allowing
some professors with high academic
degrees to depart from historic church
creeds.
By the time the churches discover
that the institutions that they have
recommended their young men attend
for ministerial training are leading
their students away from the churches’
confessions of faith, the damage has
already been done.
Some have been led away from
their own churches’ confessions of faith.
For example, they may discover when
a candidate is being questioned for
ordination that a professor has convinced
him to deny a truth so basic in Scripture
as Six-Day Creation.
But no matter how alarmed the
churches become at these doctrinal
deviances, the seminaries are not subject
to them. Thus, they have no authority
to correct the direction of their own
seminaries!
This is why tying our own seminary
to our association’s oversight is vital
to preserving its loyalty to the Second
London Baptist Confession of Faith.
It is time for seminaries to be subject
to the churches’ confessions of faith!
In mid-2017 IRBS Theological
Seminary announced the following as
core faculty members: Dr. Renihan, Dr.
Fred Malone, Dr. Rich Barcellos and
Rev. Steve Martin. Many commitments
were received from highly qualified
scholars around the world to teach as
visiting professors.
In July Matt Stahl began work as
director of administration. Rev. Martin
agreed to be dean of students, in addition
to his faculty responsibilities.

At this point the administrative team,
which includes Matt Stahl as project
manager, ARBCA Pastor Jeff Massey
and me, began intensive preparations
to welcome the inaugural class of
IRBS Theological Seminary. Weekly
team meetings keep the project moving
forward.To date the IRBS Theological
Seminary team has achieved the
following:
n Worked to set up the corporate
framework of the institution in Texas;
n Prepared the physical space at
Heritage to receive books and students
and set up a phone system;
n Received official recognition from
the state of Texas as a school of higher
education;
n
Engaged
accounting
and
bookkeeping services locally to manage
the school’s finances;
n Developed a phased nine-year
financial projection that helped us
prepare a budget and a pricing model;
n Prepared and widely distributed
a prospectus for IRBS Theological
Seminary;
n Upgraded and updated our logo
and associated graphics as well as the
website and social media;
n Developed curriculum for a
full range of degree and non-degree
programs; and
n Visited ARBCA and non ARBCA
churches, attended conferences and
presented our case for support in many
formats across the globe.
Finally, in early January IRBS
Theological Seminary was ready to
receive its first applicants. As the
application went live three potential
students
immediately
began
the
process. Many have expressed interest.
Momentum is building to receive
international students.
The process to receive permission to
host international students is underway
with the hope that these students might
attend in 2019 and beyond.
See IRBS, page 5
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“Oh, give thanks to the Lord, for He
is good! For His mercy endures forever.”
(Ps. 136:1).
This is certainly a timely and an
appropriate praise at the end of a year. At
the same time, it provides assurance at the
beginning of a new one.
Year 2017 has not been different than
the preceding as we kept enjoying God’s
blessing upon the works of our hands. As
I see my ministry coming to an end, these
words are more significant than ever to
me.
We thank God for the unity and the
good spirit we keep enjoying in our Quebec
Association of Churches. We don’t take it
as granted and we pray that our Lord will
keep us in this posture.
Though I am not expecting to emulate
Methuselah, I nevertheless turned 70 on Oct.
23. I had the surprise of being celebrated
twice, once in St-Jérôme and the other in
Quebec City. I am full of gratitude for the
numerous expressions of love I received on
these occasions.
At the beginning of November, we
all gathered in Église réformée baptiste
de Nantes (formerly Lac Mégantic) for
inauguration of their new building. It is
a big step forward for this congregation,
which has experienced many trials through
the years. The congregants (about 30
people) are very encouraged with this new
start. I had the privilege of bringing the

The Perrons

Word of God on that occasion.
Our radio station keeps running and
there is not a week that passes without
having a listener expressing their gratitude
for our programs. In the last few months,
Pastor Pascal Denault has delivered a series
of programs on the Reformation. Starting
in January, he has begun a new series on
our Confession of Faith (1689).
I continue my teaching on hermeneutics
at Église réformée baptiste de la Capitale in
Quebec and I am very thankful for people’s
interest as 23 to 26 men and women gather
every other week for the purpose of getting
a better understanding of the Word of God.
Beginning Jan. 9, I started teaching
a course on anthropology at the Faculté
de théologie évangélique (affiliated with
Acadia University in Nova Scotia) in
Montreal. It means that I have to make a
return trip to Montreal every Tuesday.
Our church plant in Montreal, Église
réformée baptiste de la Trinité, is very

encouraging in many aspects. We are
waiting for Guillaume Bourin, whose
coming is expected at the end of June. We
would certainly appreciate your prayers
for this situation. As you read these lines,
the church should have completed its legal
incorporation.
The next step, God willing, will be
to establish elders during the course of
2018. We have two potential candidates
for eldership. We pray that God will bring
more officers for this church. We also
ask you to pray for a young man who is
starting his theological training in view of
the ministry.
We give thanks to our Lord and Savior
for all of you. We greatly cherish your
fellowship, your prayers and your support.
May God keep renewing our courage
and may He provide us with boldness so
that, to quote William Carey, “we might
expect great things from God and attempt
great things for God.”

IRBS

Project.
A recently widowed lady indicated
her excitement at the fruition of this
project, as she has prayed for this moment
every day for over 20 years!
We have received help from people
around the world who have lent assistance
according to the skills they have.
And many generous gifts have
arrived from people and churches, many
giving consistently and sacrificially.
Behind and far exceeding the
individuals and churches who have

given and have prayed for the success
of this establishment of a 1689 Baptist
Confessional Seminary is the help of the
Lord our God. We would encourage each
congregation to thank and praise Him
publicly for these amazing results. Psalm
40:16 is one such appropriate praise:
“Let all those who seek You rejoice
and be glad in You; Let such as love Your
salvation say continually, The Lord be
magnified!”
With gratitude we thank you all for
walking with us on this journey!

From page 4

Such sizable accomplishments are
unthinkable without the support of many
around the world. President Renihan
is regularly asked what can be done to
help.
His response is to ask for prayer,
assistance with tasks along the way and
financial support. His call has been heard.
Many are praying for the Seminary

<raymondperron47@gmail.com>
Raymond and Diane
6225 9e Ave, est,
Charlesbourg, QC

CANADA G1H 4A9
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The past few weeks have been very
busy and a mix of lows and highs.
Just before Christmas, one of the
noncommissioned officers (NCO’s) on my
base was severely injured in an accident at
his home. Responding to this, I spent most
of the holidays visiting with and ministering
to his family in the hospital.
Unfortunately, just after the new year
he succumbed to his injuries. The following
week we held a funeral for him in one of
our maintenance hangers where the gospel
was shared with almost 400 in attendance.
The family is grieving but looking to the
Lord for hope and comfort in the midst of
grief.
Two short days
later, Janet and I
celebrated the arrival
of our fifth child,
Gemma Rey Stoley,
who was born on
Jan. 10 weighing 7
pounds, 4.6 ounces.
Before the New Year,
the chapel focused on
Christmas services
and worship opportunities.
Every base is a little different and has
its own traditions and customs. Here at
Little Rock, the chapel hosts a Christmas
Cantata, which is performed both on and
off base.
Honestly, I had never seen a Christmas
Cantata before and was not sure what to
expect. The evening of our event we had
over 150 in attendance and a wonderful
evening of worship, shown at right.
What really impressed me with
the event was not just the phenomenal
singing, but that the readings and music
encompassed the whole of the gospel from
prophecy to fulfillment. We closed sharing
the simple gospel message, ensuring that
everyone in attendance heard the Good
News.
Leading up to Christmas, it was
amazing to see the generosity of the
community surrounding Little Rock AFB.

The Stoleys

Joshua, Janet, Elisa, Caleb, Katelyn and Lukas
<Joshua.Stoley@gmail.com>
129 Alabama Drive
Jacksonville, AR 72026

Chaplain, USAF

A local POW/MIA motorcycle club reached
out to us, asking if they could sponsor five
Active Duty families for Christmas, gifting
each with a $250 shopping spree.
We were able to coordinate with our
First-Sergeants to give families in special
help for the holiday season.
Similarly, a local toy maker stopped
by the chapel and donated several cases
of hand-made wooden toys that we were
able to give out to families (see page 8).
For Christmas, we held Lord’s Day worship
on Christmas Eve morning as well as an
evening worship service with Scripture and

traditional hymns. I am prayerfully hoping
to use this as an opportunity to hold regular
evening worship on Sundays.
As a staff, we continue to shift roles and
responsibilities to ensure that we are using
everyone’s gifts to the fullest potential.
I and another chaplain have switched
preaching/teaching responsibilities so that I
will be the primary preaching pastor for our
chapel community and he will be in charge
of religious education, Bible studies, and
children’s ministries.
See Stoleys, page 8
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One of the highlights each Christmas
season is the Christmas party for the
employees of the sweater factory managed
by Sergio Moreno, one of the deacons of
Grace and Truth Church of La Alborada
in Bogotá,. Sergio always includes the
message of the Gospel in the program.
This year was no different, and the 150
employees heard the Good News.
The La Alborada church continues for
almost a year now without a pastor. The
Lord has sustained us with His word and
Spirit as we worship Him and seek to make
Him known. Marco Antonio Orjuela of the
San José church provides valuable pastoral
assistance. The classes in Bible and theology
begin again soon, after a break from these
from the middle of December to the middle
of January. Carlos Rocha, a deacon of the
San José de Bavaria church continues to
orchestrate this program. We seek the Lord
for His blessing in the possibility that some
one of the men of those attending would
be called to the pastorate – or that the Lord
would show us the man (or men) of His
choice from some other source.
The first week of January we attended
the annual meetings in Curití, Santander.
Attendance was slightly lower this year,
but the fellowship and the preaching
were good. One of the reasons for lower
attendance was and is the presence of
differences of opinions on a rather wide
range of personalities and secondary matters
of practice, those that cluster around the
application of the regulatory principle.
We are concerned to see these issues
resolved to the degree that fellowship
would increase among us.
The churches of Curití, San Gil, and
Bucaramanga seem not to grow much
in either numbers or spiritual health. At
the same time, we hear of increase in the
number of congregations in the country
that are becoming or are Reformed in their
doctrine and practice.
Often, these churches are weak in
grasping an overall consistent view of
Biblical truth, but we are encouraged by

The Lines

<bevstan38@gmail.com>
Stan and Bev
Calle 165, #54C-84 (E25)
Bogotá

COLOMBIA

the beginnings. The efforts in Bogotá,
Medellín, and other major cities to train
both those who are pastors and others who
sense the call to that office will begin again
very soon.
A not-very-well-informed estimate of
overall attendance at these seminaries is
between 100 and 150, with smaller local
church efforts adding to that number.
The Christian school graduated 16 high
school seniors in December. Six teachers
are needed to begin another school year the
end of January.
Meanwhile congressional elections in
Colombia are scheduled for March, and the
presidential for May. Slowly, the number of
candidates for president is decreasing, and
for now the leftist candidates are wining
in the polls. The candidates on the right
have not been able to agree on a unified
candidate who could possibly defeat the
leftist coalition.
The “Christians” (In Colombia that
term is now used instead of “evangelicals”
to identify those who are not Catholics)
are sufficiently large in numbers so as to
be identified in the media as important
activists on the political right.

In spite of the peace accords signed in
November of 2016, violence of a criminal
nature and of guerrilla activities continues.
It would seem that not all the members of
the FARC revolutionary forces that signed
the agreement were in agreement. Besides,
the ELN forces are very much alive and
active.
Peace talks with them began the middle
of 2017, but after a three-month truce in
military activities (ending Jan. 9), these
have heatedly begun once again.
Drug trafficking is a major item that
creates and maintains violence - as well
as producing economic tremors. Along
with drugs, corruption on the increase and
poverty as always, make likely solutions
unlikely.
The fact of God’s existence and
sovereignty simply don’t play in election
campaigns. It doesn’t occur to many that
God tends to thwart even good solutions
that leave Him out of the picture. The
previous words very much describe
Colombia’s almost 200 years of existence
without experiencing the progress that her
geographical advantages and abundant
natural resources promise.

2018 ARBCA General Assembly
Hosted by Community Baptist Church
Fargo, N.D. May 8-10

Learn more at arbca-ga.com!
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Another year and another chance
to make an impact for Jesus Christ on a
personal, spiritual or evangelistic level.
Imagine if each of us prayed for
one person and made it the year goal to
introduce them to Jesus either at church or
by personal witness. Just one person each
would not thousands sorry millions would
be in Christ!!
What are you doing by way of prayer?
By way of evangelism? By way of Church
commitment?
Every other Tuesday evening I have
a home Bible study group. The group is
small and needy. Please pray for that study,
that one of the group would come to faith
this year.

The Brennans

<matthewmbrennan@eircom.net>

Matthew, Barbara, Simon and Timothy
Ballingarrane North
Clonmel, Co. Tipperary

IRELAND

I will be on the radio again soon. This
great opportunity needs to be bathed in
prayer so that good ideas for the program
impact people and even one person cones
to faith.
The youth clubs every other Friday

night need prayer.
CBC longs for God to do His great
work. Please help us by your giving God
no rest until He makes Jerusalem (church)
a praise in the earth.

Stoleys
From page 6

This is a better fit for us and
complements our skill sets and gifts well.
As I mentioned previously, we hope to
use our efforts to revitalize the on-base
chapel community and to see more on-base
families attending and worshiping in our
community. Right now, less that 5 percent
of our congregation are active-duty, the rest
being retirees.
We hope to reach out to the
several thousand who live on base
to
revitalize
our
congregation.
As part of our efforts, Janet tried to get a
home school co-op going at the chapel.
There are many home school families
who live on and around base, and a coop is a good way to build community and
fellowship.
While several families are interested,
there wasn’t enough interest to get the
group off the ground. Janet hopes to
try again over the summer so that we
can get a jump start on next school year.
On the military side of things, we sent out
several hundred airmen a few weeks ago on
a six-month deployment.

Wooden toys, donated by a local craftsman, await distribution to military families.
This week we will welcome back as
many who just finished their six months.
Military life is a constant rotation of
deployed and home-station operations, and
one of the opportunities we have in the

chapel is to minister to families while they
are separated.
In February we will host another
See Stoleys, page 9
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I love the seasons, with all the changes
they bring to the natural world; I would get
bored without them!
The cold of winter makes one
appreciate the warmth of summer so
much more; the abundance of new life
and growth in spring is contrasted by the
falling leaves and denuded harvest fields of
autumn, which, nevertheless, has a beauty
of its own. Each season comes and goes,
and being somewhat impatient, I tend to
wish for the next one before its time!
The life of a church has its seasons too.
On inquiry we may cheerfully answer, “Oh,
the Lord is blessing us with a season of
peace” or, in contrast, we might sorrowfully
reply, “To be honest, we are enduring a
season of conflict at this time.”
Yes, there are seasons: of calm or of
storm; of multiplying life and flourishing
growth or of painful loss. It seems to me
that the use of this imagery, consciously
or otherwise, brings a sense of realism to
the situation. We know that the peace may
not be lasting in this world where sin so
easily entangles, but by the same token it
provides hope in the midst of problems and
difficulties. It is, after all, a “season,” and it
will give way to another.
Following a relatively short but
extremely painful time of trial and loss
a few years ago, the Lord has graciously
given Crosspoint Church a long season of
peace, which itself could be subdivided
into seasons of consolidation and then
growth. We give thanks to God for his great
kindness to us throughout this time.
As each month passes I treasure the
love and goodwill the members show
towards each other, and the patience and
gratitude with which they receive the
preaching of the Word.
But change must come – it is inevitable!
– and, latterly, I feel that change may be in
the air.
We are looking to appoint our first
deacons sometime this year, if the Lord wills.
This will result in altered responsibilities
and new dynamics for the officers of our

The Hugheses
<dafydds1@gmail.com>

Dafydd, Maria, Ajinkya and Anjali
P.O. Box 246
Palmerston North

NEW ZEALAND
little church. It will be a new season, but
the change need not be negative; rather, we
pray it will be a means blessed of God to
nurture and extend the peace we have been
enjoying.
The church has a number of children
entering into and passing through their own
season: that of adolescence. It is a time of
significant change for them and we are not
so naïve as to think the church will remain
unaffected.
Some of these young people will
become more open to the gospel while
others will begin to question a worldview
they had previously taken for granted. Some
will find the transition from childhood to
adulthood is one fraught with difficulty,
while parents will be filled with anxiety for
the spiritual, emotional and physical wellbeing of their children.
These changes need not have a negative
outcome; rather, we pray that the Lord will
grant wisdom to parents and leaders, and
grace to these youngsters, so that out of
the crucible of adolescent struggles our
Heavenly Father may draw forth young
men and women of faith and integrity who
will be the future leaders for the church and
godly parents of another generation.
Change must come: it is inevitable!
and, latterly, I feel that change may be in
the air.
I must add that I have a sense of
foreboding, which drives me to pray for
God’s continued mercy and grace, that he
would continue to bless us with peace and
protect us from the wiles of the devil. We
are not ignorant of his devices and know

that they are subtle, diverse and potentially
deadly (2 Cor. 2:11 and Eph. 5:11).
Please pray with us that the good hand
of the Lord would be upon us to protect,
provide for and prosper us in our endeavor
to serve and glorify him (Neh. 2:8).
Thank you once again for partnering
with us in the cause of Christ in New
Zealand. May the Lord reward you with his
grace and favor as you serve him in your
diverse situations. Soli Deo gloria!

Stoleys
From page 8

Deployed Family Dinner and hope to grow
the event beyond the success we have
already seen. To that, I want to add tailored
family and marriage ministries to make
sure we are discipling our families.
On the home front, we are celebrating
my promotion at the end of this month. On
Jan. 31 I was promoted to major, and we
had the opportunity to visit with friends
and family who came in for the ceremony.
As I am promoted, I remember the words
of a chaplain mentor of mine who said, “for
a chaplain, promotion is not about rank, but
it is God inviting you to continue in military
ministry.”
As we continue on in the work the
Lord has called us to in military ministry,
please continue to pray for us. The next
several months are going to be very busy
and potentially very trying on our base.
May the Lord continue to open doors for
the gospel!
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RBMS missions around the world
Greetings in the name of our Lord! As
you can read on page 1, Emmanuel Reformed
Baptist Church of Perth, Australia formally
constituted on Nov. 26, 2017.
As mentioned in an earlier update,
it was our privilege to have elders from
three different Reformed Baptist churches
represent their respective congregations. The
Lord’s blessing was present in the service
and especially in the sacraments of baptism
and the Lord’s Supper. The testimony of each
one being baptized gave us a real sense of
the work of the Holy Spirit over the past year
and a half and all were greatly encouraged.
Give thanks to the Lord for answered
prayer concerning Pastor Fred Malone’s visit
to our congregation. Not only was he present
during our constitution service, but he then
preached a series of messages the following
Friday through Sunday on the centrality of
Christ in the life of the believer.
In addition, he spoke during a
Wednesday night prayer meeting and was
able to visit with the members on a more
informal basis. His visit also provided me
with an opportunity to take the week off of
work and spend extra time with the family.
As a family, we were able to enjoy our
second Christmas and New Year in Australia.
It still doesn’t feel like Christmas when it’s
so warm, but we definitely felt that we’d
made strides this past year in becoming more
comfortable with living in Perth and for that
we thank the Lord.
As we look ahead to 2018, our church
plans to continue its regular worship and
pulpit-centered ministry. We have finished
our afternoon series in Colossians and are
about halfway through our summer series
on Proverbs, entitled “Living Wisely,”
which so far seems to be well received and
appreciated.
The Gospel of Matthew remains our
staple for Sunday mornings after a brief
dip into the book of Micah over Christmas.
Perhaps the biggest blessing for our church,
with respect to recent teaching, has been
our focus on Christian biographies. Some
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members of the congregation have read a
little bit of Christian biography but most
have not and almost all are unfamiliar with
the details in the lives of the great saints of
history.
For myself, personally, it has been
extremely encouraging to re-read and study
these men and women, especially since when
I read them before I was in a far different
context. Now, having been transplanted to
foreign soil, I have a far greater appreciation
for the joys and sorrows of those who
followed the Lord in missions work as
well as a far greater understanding of their
confidence in Christ’s promise, “Lo, I am
with you always.”
The feedback from the church on these
biographies has been extremely positive and
a number of good discussions have been
had concerning the lessons we should be
learning.
For example, almost everyone had
heard something of John Newton’s famous
conversion from slavery and the slave trade,
but almost no one had heard of A.W. Pink’s
powerful conversion from a Satanic cult of
which he was a leader.
With such stories as these it has been
a simple matter to point the congregation
to the power of God in salvation in a very
tangible way.
In addition to the regular teaching
mentioned above, our church has also
implemented a men’s theology meeting
that meets on the first Saturday afternoon of
the month. We began in January and have
decided to study Sinclair Ferguson’s book

“The Whole Christ.” Aside from the obvious
benefit of studying excellent content, this
book is a good choice for study because an
audio version is available online as well as
DVDs which summarize the main points for
each chapter.
Because English is not the first language
of everyone in our church, this allows the
men to study the subject in a variety of ways
as well as to “read” while driving to and
from work. A couple of men have already
commented on what a blessing it was to sit
with other men and work through a serious
book and apply the truths to their daily
lives.
They have mentioned that they have
never experienced anything like this before
and my hope is that a real friendship and
strong theological bond will form between
those who attend.
At the opposite end of the spectrum, we
have begun our children’s Sunday School
class. Right now it is limited to ages 2
through 6, but if this class goes well we hope
to expand later this year or next year to the
next age group.
Katie has been doing the teaching over
the summer but once the school year begins,
she will hand over her teaching to several
other women who will rotate and share the
responsibility. We have a total of seven
children in the class and all has gone well
so far. They spend their time in learning a
hymn of the month, memorizing Scripture
and a catechism question, singing, crafts and
See Beardmores, page 11
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Church Planting: Baptism, new members at Lookout
We greet all of our sister churches
in Christ, and thank God for you all and
the great privilege we have to formally
associate with you for the glory of God and
the advancement of the gospel.
We are encouraged by the progress of
the gospel here in Lookout Mountain.
In the last quarter of 2017, the Lord
saw fit to add three new members to His
church, with yet a few more still in the
membership process.
We were also blessed to hold our first
baptismal service this past November,
pictured at right. It was greatly encouraging
to our people to see the Lord at work in this
way.
Additionally, we’ve had an influx of
new visitors in recent months, which is a
clear answer to our prayers. These visitors
have already a great blessing to us. Please
continue to pray that these visitors –
who’ve already shown faithfulness to the
Lord’s Day and an affinity for the doctrinal
standards of the church – would formally
commit to the church in membership as the
Lord sees fit.
Spiritually, our people continue to show

Beardmores
From page 10

a Bible lesson. It is our prayer that the Lord
will be at work in these young hearts and
that a fluency in biblical truth will start to
form in their minds.
As always, we have a number of prayer
requests.
Firstly, please pray for greater and
more frequent contact with those within our
community. We have had a chance to meet
quite a large number of people who live
close by but maintaining contact and having
opportunities to share the gospel is difficult.
Now that we feel more comfortable with our
surroundings we hope that this year will be a
year of increased witness for Christ.
Secondly, please pray for our men’s
group, children’s SS and women’s prayer
meeting held once a month. I have

evidence of growth and increase of grace.
Even though most of our members and
core group are young adults (18-25), they
deliberately limited the number of regular
activities we do as a church, but we believe
that those which have been established will
produce fruit. Please pray that they do in
terms of salvation for the children, spiritual
maturity for the men and women and an
increased love of one another for all of us.
Thirdly, continue to pray for the pulpit
ministry. We still have a regular flow of
visitors for various reasons and we trust
that they will hear the truth and be saved,
or if already saved, join with us in formal
membership.
Fourthly, pray for those in regular
attendance who do not know the Lord. We
do have a number in that category and ask
that the Holy Spirit would be pleased to
sovereignly change their hearts.
Thank you all for your kind support in
prayer and in finances. The Lord is with us
and we are thankful that he is building his
kingdom in Perth.

demonstrate a spiritual maturity beyond
their years. Our corporate prayer meetings
are faithfully attended, as our people are
fervent in bringing the needs of our body
and our Association before the Lord.
C.H. Spurgeon was once asked the
secret to the power and effectiveness of his
ministry. He simply replied, “My people
pray!”
Thus, our people’s faithful prayer gives
us great confidence that the Lord is at work
building and establishing His church here.
One of the unique joys of ministering
in a college setting is seeing the Lord bring
young adults together in marriage. Pastor
Nathan White officiated the marriage of
two of our members back in August, and
two other couples (all members here) have
recently gotten engaged and are scheduled
to marry this May.
Please pray for Pastor White as he
conducts pre-marital counseling and
prepares for these upcoming unions.
Our regular ministry continues to
focus on Lord’s Day word and sacrament,
but we also have a monthly outreach at a
local assisted-living home. Additionally,
we’re exploring the possibility of doing
evangelistic work at a nearby prison. Please
pray that the Lord would grant wisdom in
this regard, and that He’d add His blessing
to our efforts to spread the gospel here in
Lookout Mountain/Chattanooga.
Our prayer requests for 2018 largely
remain unchanged. Please pray that the
Lord would: n Continue to bless our people
with peace and unity;
n Bring in/raise up elders and deacons
in our midst to serve and shepherd the flock
of God;
n Open up opportunities to form
relationships with people in the community,
and that He’d bless us with local visitors
and members, and
n Provide for our financial needs in
2018, as well as the fund-raiser money
needed to replace the HVAC unit in our
building.
Thank you for your faithful prayers
and generous support. We thank God for
you all!
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Church Planting: Pilgrims reaches out to Valley City
The saints of Pilgrims Reformed
Baptist Church in Valley City, N.D. send
you their warmest greetings in Christ.
We praise the Lord for your continued
prayerful and financial support of our
church, and are grateful for the fellowship
that we share in the Spirit through Christ.
We look forward to meeting with many of
you at the upcoming General Assembly in
Fargo.
We continue to see signs of God’s
grace and blessing. A couple of families
have expressed interest in joining the
church. The Tuesday prayer group and
Thursday night Bible study continue to be
well-attended by the core group.
We recently opened our fellowship
hall to a local home schooling co-op, and
a couple of our members were able to meet
others in the community.
We praise the Lord for these continuing
opportunities, but we also desire to form
more relationships with others (most
people don’t know we exist). In this regard,
please pray that as we hold services in the
Sheyenne Care Center, and as Pastor Hogan
writes articles for the local paper, that we
will see sinners converted to Jesus Christ.
Valley City has many churches, but the
darkness of Roman Catholicism and liberal
Lutheranism lies heavy over it.
Pastor Hogan has also reached out
to the local Barnes County correctional
facility, seeking how PRBC can best bring
the gospel to the inmates there. The facility
is literally across the street from our church
building.
Please pray that the facility would be

Perth
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which are many.
The old house is neither insulated nor
air-conditioned (except one bedroom),
so it gets very hot in the summer season.
Another small building outside and to the
left serves as Katie’s laundry room.
The house is in a good location – only

open to our presence on their premises, and
that the gospel would be received gladly.
Here are several other prayer requests
we have for the coming months:
n Pray that God would give Pastor
Hogan more opportunities to speak at
Valley City State University. Unfortunately,
we have received very few student visitors,
and we would like to see more.
n Pray that God would continue to
bless the core group with unity and peace,
as we wait on God to give the growth. At
times, it can be disheartening seeing how
far we have to go.
n Pray that God would accompany

the preaching of His word with Spiritual
power for the building up of the saints
and conviction of sin. We want to grow in
sanctifying grace.
n Pray that, through the relationships
we form, we would be given opportunities
to witness to our faith, and to present
unbelievers with the hope of the gospel.
n Pray that God would supply our
financial needs over the coming year, and
how your church might partner with us for
the sake of God’s kingdom in Valley City.
Thank you in advance for your prayers,
and may the God of peace continue to
comfort you through the gospel of his Son.

two blocks from the main grocery store
and Allen’s rented office, provided by the
church. Next door to his office in downtown
Subiaco is a great frozen yogurt place (I
indulged).
All in all, their physical location is in
the heart of Subiaco and very convenient to
the parks and downtown area of Perth.
After a good nap, they took me to
King’s Park, which is a huge park with
several locations for the population of 2

million. Its rolling hills, broad lawns, large
gum-nut trees and trails makes one want
to walk and see what is around the next
corner. The children just ran as far and as
fast as they could on the green lawns.
The park has an overlook where one
can see the panoramic view of downtown
Perth sitting in the bright sun on the shores
of the beautiful Swan River Bay which
See Perth, page 13
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empties into the Indian Ocean.
The downtown Rio Tinto mining
tower commands one’s attention. Perth’s
economy is tied to the mining industry.
Before I returned to the States, they also
took me to one of the beautiful beaches in
the Perth area to see the amazing sunset.
How beautiful still is our fallen creation!
On my first Saturday there, the church
held a picnic at one of the King’s Park’s
locations. It was a beautiful day as we sat
around talking and getting to know each
other.
Allen had given me a list of church
attendees and it was good to start putting
faces to names. Sometimes we sat in a large
circle speaking of the needs of the church,
sound theology and preaching, and the
people commenting to me how much they
have benefitted from Allen’s ministry and
Katie’s graciousness.
I felt a bonding to these dear people
and a great joy that our church and other
ARBCA churches and friends had partnered
to send the Beardmores there.
The church has many cultures and
languages in their background: Malaysian,
Taiwanese, Zambian, Chinese, South
African, native Australian, Filipino, etc. In
such a small diverse group, it was amazing
to see them come together through their
common bond in Christ. It reminded me of
the Jewish and Gentile Christians learning
to love and accept one another despite
many cultural differences.
These people were thirsty for the sound
teaching, sound fellowship, and loving
pastoral care they have found through
Allen’s ministry. Their respect for Allen
and his family was very high.
The first Sunday, November 26, was an
historic day for the gathered group. Allen
had spent 18 months previously preaching,
teaching through the 2LBC, and pastoring
the people in preparation for this important
day.
The morning service was the formal
organization of Emmanuel Reformed
Baptist Church, which included their first
Lord’s Supper together at the close of the
service. Allen brought a wonderful message
for the day of the church’s organizing and

Allen Beardmore speaks to the congregation. Below, Fred Malone, right, and members of
the multi-cultural and -ethnic church await the start of a service.

looking to the future.
Approximately 60-70 adults and
children attended. They were happy and
serious at the same time. The church
organized with 34 members, adding four
more in the afternoon service through
baptism.
In the afternoon, we moved to another
borrowed church building for the baptismal

service. The baptismal tank was in the floor
and a bit shallow. So, to see Allen towering
over the candidates in a rather shallow tank
was a little humorous but a great joy!
Ethan and Thomas Beardmore were
among the candidates, all of whom gave
sincere testimonies of grace before being
See Perth, page 14
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baptized. What a joyous way to close the
first day of Emmanuel Reformed Baptist
Church! We all could not stop smiling.
On Wednesday evening, the new
church met at the beautiful home of Hon
Seeng and Hong Ling Yap. Hon Seeng had
done a great deal to plan for the Beardmores’
coming and helping them to get settled.
This couple had a large living area for the
gathering of about 25-plus people.
After a meal together, Allen planned
for me to give some lessons from an
older Christian. So, after speaking briefly
about God’s salvation, remaining sin, and
communion with Christ, several questions
were asked about the Christian life.
It was a sweet time of fellowship
and gave me the opportunity to see the
sincerity of several. Then we closed in
prayer together. I found myself wishing
that all the folks at FBC, Clinton, as well as
Allen’s other supporters, could be there and
fellowship with these brothers and sisters in
Christ. The bond of grace to its recipients is
worldwide and makes instant friendships.
For the weekend, Allen had planned
for me to preach six times: once on Friday
night, twice on Saturday morning, twice
on Sunday, together with a Sunday School
narrative of the reformation at FBC,
Clinton.
He had asked me to preach a series
on Christ’s life, death, resurrection, glory,
and bride for the weekend. These messages
were received kindly by the people with
expressed appreciations.
I think that the final organizing as a
church increased their commitment to each
other and their determination to bring the
gospel to the Perth area. Allen has shared
that this has continued since I returned to
the U.S.
His sound teaching for 18 months on
Christ, the church, and commitment to
Christ’s church is bearing fruit. Frankly, I
was amazed at the gathering of 38 members,
as well as family and visitors over the short
period of 18 months, to form a reformed
baptist church. However, it seems that God
has been preparing some hearts for years in
other churches as well as bringing seekers
who hear and see something different at

Allen Beardmore prepares to baptize his son Ethan.
this church. This is seen in the faithfulness
in attendance of some who have not yet
professed Christ. May the Lord increase
His flock in Perth.
As I prepared to return to the U.S. on
Monday, Dec. 4, my thoughts were many.
I found in myself a stirring of wanting
to stay and to watch this new church grow
into a refuge for the lost, a hospital for
wounded saints, and a House Beautiful for
the saints’ edification. I am fully aware of
the hard labors which Allen has given and
the difficulties which lie ahead in building
a sound church from many cultures. The
New Testament churches themselves show
us that.
However, I believe that a firm
beachhead has been gained and that the
church will continue to grow numerically
and spiritually in a large city which needs
sound teaching, worship, and life. We give
praise and glory to God!

Financial Report

One concern I had in going was the
support level of the Beardmores in one of
the three highest cost-of-living cities in the
world, higher than FBC had anticipated.
Their budget is very tight.
With double the USA cost of rent,
utilities, groceries, gasoline, taxes, etc.,
we are asking supporters prayerfully to
consider an increase in their monthly
support levels. At this time, FBC is
recommending a 1.8-percent cost-of-living
increase of $160/month AUD as well as a
support increase of approximately $400 to

500-plus/month AUD. This will enable the
Beardmores to keep pace with inflation and
to have a cushion for unexpected expenses
and savings each month.
Also, their annual income taxes, due
each May 15, are higher than our estimation
of $10,000 AUD; they actually are $20,000
AUD.
FBC-Clinton is taking on the costof-living raise for 2018 as well as the tax
issue for 2018. However, the tax increase
will continue annually. Although a healthy
ARBCA account balance will help us in
the immediate situation, we would like the
monthly support level to match the monthly
expense level for the future. If you have
any questions about the Beardmore support
levels and how you can help, please feel free
to call Pastor Malone at 225-719-1399.

Perth’s Great Need

Further, though I must admit that I
was reluctant for the Beardmores to leave
us, I believe that Allen’s burden to build
a sound church in Perth is well-founded
and from the Lord. The Lord’s blessing of
this work so quickly is both surprising and
confirming.
Australia has a post-modern culture.
It has never had the influence of “the
church” as America did at its founding. The
established denominations are struggling,
while erroneous teachings rise in newfangled gatherings (thanks America).
This city desperately needs the sound
See Perth, page 15
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proclamation of the Scriptures as outlined in
the reformed faith, especially the Reformed
Baptist faith. And I believe that this seed
has been planted in Perth.

Prayer Requests

Please continue to pray for the
Beardmores and Emmanuel Reformed
Baptist Church:
n Allen has asked for prayer as he
begins a theological meeting for men to
develop leaders.
n Pray for a women’s prayer
gathering.
n Pray for a children’s Sunday school
class just beginning.
n Pray for the church to continue in
unity around the Word.
n Pray for their efforts to reach out
to others in a culture which is opposed to
Christian teaching and conviction.
n Pray for Katie as she keeps the
home, home schools the children with
Allen’s help, reaches out to other women
in serious trials as a Christian friend, and
keeps adjusting to a new unbelieving and
increasingly expensive culture to live in.
n Pray for Thomas and Ethan to grow
in the Lord and for Abigail and Logan to be
saved by grace.
So many things to pray about, but let
us not forget to give thanks for the mighty
work of God in Allen’s and Katie’s hearts
to save them, grow them, equip them, and
send them to a people who have not heard
of the gospel of God, the deity and love of
Christ, the accomplishment of redemption
for condemned sinners, and the hope of a
new heart and life.
To God be the Glory in His Grace!

Commentary
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over against the errors and falsehood of the
Roman Catholic Church.
For in following their conversion to
Christ, they found themselves facing a
spiritual battle of mammoth proportions
with the single ecclesiastical institution that
was barring the populace from coming to

Fellowship: Members and visitors enjoy a meal at the church, above, and a picnic, below.

Christ.
This could be seen on two primary
fronts. First, the Roman Catholic Church
was claiming authority equal to or
superseding that of God. Second, they were
turning people away from Christ to trust in
a religious system of man’s making as the
only way of redemption.
Thus, for the Reformers, there were two
central questions which had to be answered
and clarified with utmost precision: on the

one hand, who has the ultimate authority
on matters of faith and practice? And on the
other hand, how is a guilty sinner put right
with God?
Their answer to these two questions
established the formal and material
principles of the Protestant Reformation.
The “formal” principle of the
Reformation had to do with the source of
See Commentary, page 16
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authority used by the Reformers to validate
their whole case against the false religion of
Catholicism. Their source for such authority
was Scripture alone.
We see this, for instance, in Martin
Luther’s (1483-1546) courageous stand at
the Diet of Worms in 1521. When Luther
was implored to recant of all his writings,
after having had 24 hours to think about his
answer, he returned with his now-famous
“Here I stand” speech.
But what was so critical in Luther’s
answer is that it crystallized the formal cause
of the Reformation. For Luther’s declaration
denied wholesale trust in popes or church
councils, since, as Luther said, “They have
often erred and contradict themselves.”
Here Luther was exposing the fallibility of
all men as sinners. They can’t be trusted as
having the single and final say on what we
must believe about God and man, or how we
must live.
Well, if we can’t look to men alone,
then where do we look? Luther said we must
look to Scripture alone. “I am bound to the
Scriptures,” he asserted. “My conscience is
captive to the Word of God.” For Luther, his
conscience would not be beholden to the
words of man but to the Word of God. That
is to say, while Luther did not deny the aid
of past theologians to inform his theology
or the use of his own reason, none of these
guides could ever unseat God’s Word as the
supreme authority, having the conclusive
answer to everything pertaining to faith and
life. This stand Luther took on the Word of
God as the ultimate authority to determine
what he believed and how he lived, would
be echoed throughout the 16th century by
all the Reformers.
We thus see this conviction in John
Calvin (1509-1564), as he expounded on
2 Tim. 3:16, where we’re told that, “All
Scripture is breathed out by God…”
Calvin wrote, “We owe to the Scripture
the same reverence which we owe to
God; because it has proceeded from him
alone, and has nothing belonging to man
mixed with it.” And since there is nothing
belonging to man mixed with the contents of
the Bible, Calvin then proceeds to maintain

ARBCA Update
the practical outworking of this fact: “The
Scripture contains a perfect rule of a good
and happy life.”
Due to the fact that Scripture is without
error, because it is God’s Word, then what
it says and shows is a rule for believing and
living that is perfect. And the underlining
principle in such expressed convictions, was
that it’s only the Word of God which has the
binding authority to give us our faith and
shape the course of our lives.
Hence, the formal principle of the
Reformation was a controversial claim in
the face of the Roman Catholic Church.
While Catholicism argued that the church,
its hierarchy, its tradition, and its normative
interpretation of Scripture were legitimate
sources of authority to bind the conscience,
the Reformers were countering such notions
as the vain imaginations of men.
With Isaiah, the Reformers were
proclaiming, “To the teaching and to the
testimony! If they will not speak according
to this word, it is because they have no
dawn” (Isa. 8:20).
What the Reformers saw in the Roman
Catholic Church, was no different than
what Isaiah saw in his own day. Those
who speak contrary to Scripture “have no
dawn.” They’re without true spiritual light
whose thinking and living will not submit
and conform “to the teaching and to the
testimony.” In other words, those who refuse
to live in obedience to God’s Word are only
betraying the fact that they still remain in
darkness and unbelief.
And it was this folly which the Reformers
protested so hard against by declaring, in no
uncertain terms, that Scripture alone is the
sole source of revelation by which we can
know God and His way for life and salvation.
And it is thereby Scripture alone which
must be affirmed as the exclusive, final, and
infallible norm of faith and practice.
It was this “form” which they took
as their stand against the false claims of
Catholicism’s rule to fetter the hearts of
men.
The “material” principle of the
Reformation had to do with the theological
“matter” that was the crux of the Reformers’
chief debate with the Roman Catholic
Church: How is a guilty sinner put right with
God? Since the Reformers were looking to
Scripture alone for the answer, they were

brought to see the heart of the gospel. They
were brought to see that a sinner can only
be justified by faith alone in Christ alone
(Rom. 3:21-5:1; Gal. 2:16; 3:23-29). And
for those men leading the Protestant charge,
like Luther and Calvin, the gospel doctrine
of justification was the articulus stantis vel
cadentis – “the article by which the church
stands or falls.”
It was for this reason that Martin
Luther wrote, “Nothing in this article
(justification by faith alone) can be given up
or compromised, even if heaven and earth
and things temporal should be destroyed…
on this article rests all that we teach and
practice against the pope, the devil, and the
world.
“Therefore we must be quite certain
and have no doubts about it. Otherwise, all
is lost, and the pope, the devil, and all our
adversaries will gain the victory.”
On another occasion, Luther was
addressing his students in Wittenberg,
introducing a disputation, when he declared
that, “We cannot emphatically and often
enough sharpen our thinking on this
doctrine (of justification by faith alone). We
must devote ourselves to it with the greatest
theological diligence and seriousness.
For neither reason nor Satan is so
opposed to anything else as they are to this.
No other article of faith is so threatened by
the danger of false teaching.”
Clearly, by Luther’s strong and forceful
words as to the prime and monumental
importance of justification by faith alone,
it should go without saying that no other
doctrine came under greater assault by the
Roman Catholic Church. Indeed, there was
no conflict with Catholicism more notable
than this matter over how a sinner is put
right with God.
In fact, in 1545 – 40 years following the
beginning of the Reformation – the Catholic
Church would compose an official response
to the Protestant Reformers. This response
would be called “The Council of Trent,”
since the meetings were held in an Italian
town called Trent.
Led by Pope Paul III (1468-1549), with
a gathering of 31 Catholic leaders, these
men forged in writing what we know today
as “the Counter-Reformation.” It took them
See Commentary, page 17
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18 years to make this response. But it would
be a comprehensive rejection of everything
“Protestant.”
And at the bottom of their rejection was
the gospel doctrine of justification by faith
alone. They said, for instance, in Session
6, Canon 12, that “If any one says that
justifying faith is nothing else but confidence
in the divine mercy which forgives sins for
Christ’s sake; or that we are justified by this
confidence alone; let him be anathema.”
In another place, they declared, that, “If
anyone says, that by faith alone the ungodly
are justified in such a way as to mean that
nothing else is required to cooperate in
order to receive the grace of Justification …
let him be anathema.”
For the Roman Catholic Church then
and even to this day, the Council of Trent
stands as their official dogma, opposing – in
the strongest language they could muster –
that if anyone believes in the gospel doctrine
of justification by faith alone, they should be
cursed by God.
This was because, for Catholicism,
it was their church alone which had the
authority to grant justification to a sinner. A
sinner was never to look to Christ alone.
But instead, the sinner is saved by his
own righteousness in addition to having
faith in Christ. Therefore, salvation in
Roman Catholicism would be by grace plus
human merit.
Moreover, The Council of Trent
made certain that Catholicism’s “seven
sacraments” would continue to be the
ongoing means by which a sinner is
ultimately redeemed. But of course, the
reception of these “seven taps of grace,” as
they were called, could only be administered
and channeled by the pope, bishops, and
priests at their discretion for anyone they
chose.
Thus, from beginning to end, a sinner’s
justification by Roman Catholicism presses
the poor soul to look only at what he can
do, so long as his efforts warrant the favor
of Rome. Salvation then in Catholic dogma
was a fiction of man’s invention, as it stood
(and still stands) in direct opposition to the
gospel of Jesus Christ.

The Council of Trent, in 1545, a response by the Roman Catholic Church to the Protestant
Reformation, comprehensively rejecting everything “Protestant.”
Hence, the Protestant Reformers were
right in seeing, as Calvin said in a debate
with Cardinal Sadoleto (1477-1547), that
justification by faith was “the first and
keenest subject of controversy between us.”
Take away the knowledge of this doctrine,
Calvin argued, and “the glory of Christ is
extinguished, religion is abolished, the
church destroyed, and the hope of salvation
utterly overthrown.”
Could Calvin be exaggerating? Is this
hyperbole? No. Calvin, like the rest of the
Reformers, was simply resounding what he
read in Scripture, as he saw, for example,
the passion of Paul the apostle declaring to
the Galatian churches that “even if we or an
angel from heaven should preach to you a
gospel contrary to the one we preached to
you, let him be accursed” (Gal. 1:8).
But what “gospel” was Paul referring
to that he had originally preached to the
Galatians? He spells it out in Gal. 2:16, that,
“a person is not justified by works of the law
but through faith in Jesus Christ.” This is the
gospel from heaven. This is the good news
of Jesus Christ. To be declared righteous by
God is never hinging on the sinner’s merits,
but on Christ and His merits alone.
But to oppose this, to black it out by
the traditions and superstitions of men, is
to rob Christ of His glory and bar sinners
from their only hope of ever being eternally
accepted by God. Thus, we see justification

by faith alone was at the core of everything
doctrinally where the Reformers took their
stand.
This was the “material” principle, the
kernel issue that set them in an unrelenting,
uncompromising opposition with Roman
Catholicism.
But is such a controversy like this
still relevant? Isn’t all this just something
that happened in the past with no germane
application for the church today? Do
the formal and material causes of the
Reformation still matter? Is there still good
reason for what God awakened in the 16th
century via the Reformation, to have as
much place of vital importance in the 21st
century?
While many things have changed in the
last 500 years, yet what was principally at
stake for the Protestant Reformers continues
to be the primary issues in our own day.
Some scholars have tried to advocate
that things have changed – such as Mark
Noll, who maintains that “the Reformation is
over.” Such a declaration is painfully naïve
at best and willfully blind at worse. For to
claim, as Noll does, that on justification
“many Catholics and evangelicals now
believe approximately the same thing,” is to
outright deny what the Protestant Reformers
recovered biblically; while at the same time,
See Commentary, page 18
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being deliberately obtuse to what the Roman
Catholics have rejected as canon.
No, the truth is, what the Reformers
began by God’s grace in the 16th century,
has as much relevance in our times as they
did in Medieval Europe.
One of the famous Latin slogans that
emerged from the Reformation was semper
reformanda, which is translated as “always
reforming.” But a better sense of what this
axiom was intended to mean would be
“always being reformed (by the Word of
God).”
As church historian, Michael Reeves,
put it: “It describes not a movement forward
to some uncharted horizon but a continual
movement back to God’s Word.” And does
not such a movement like this continue to
press on churches in the 21st century with
acute pertinence?
If we take an honest look at the
Evangelical landscape at present, the
questions pertaining to what is the binding
authority on the church and how is a sinner
justified before God have not lost the gravity
they held by the Protestant Reformers.
For example, in many evangelical
churches, what appears to determine their
thinking, wants, and the way in which they
do ministry is not Scripture alone but culture
alone. Is it edgy, trendy, current and hip?
Then that’s what we must conform to, if
we’re to remain relevant in the 21st century.
This kind of reasoning emerged in the
1980s and ‘90s with the so-called “ChurchGrowth Movement,” which sought, through
pragmatic methodologies, to turn the church
into a sales pitch. Ironically, by the worldly
aims of this movement, the church vanished
because Scripture vanished as the binding
authority telling the church what it must
believe and practice.
And while that movement has failed
to keep much of its brazen influence, yet
the residue of its basic philosophy to be
“culturally relevant” remains, even among
what is today called “New Calvinism.”
But it must also be admitted that the
gospel doctrine of justification is not faring
well among 21st century evangelicals.
Frankly, for a host of evangelical churches,

On the Reformation Wall in Geneva, Switzerland, from left: William Farel, John Calvin,
Theodore Beza, and John Knox.
to be justified by faith alone in Christ alone
has been replaced with a popular message
for moralistic do-gooders: “As long as your
behavior improves, you’ll gain both the
acceptance of God and men.”
This is what’s communicated far and
wide among the most conservative churches
that claim belief in the Bible and love for
Jesus.
Yet, it’s a false gospel! It categorically
controverts the only hope a sinner has to be
justified by God – by turning them away from
Christ to trust in their own righteousness
as good enough for God’s acceptance.
In the face of this, the gospel doctrine of
justification by faith alone is in as much of a
dire need to be heard afresh with clarity and
unction, as it was 500 years ago.
The point of all this is to stress how
urgent the core principles of the Reformation
are in our times. In other words, the
Reformation is not over.
In fact, as grateful as we are for what
has been a resurgence of the Reformed faith
(especially in the last 10 years), yet that
resurgence does not mean “All is well.”
For even among those of us of the
Reformed stripe, we still have to keep
before our churches and associations that
it’s Scripture alone which has the absolute
and unrivaled authority determining how
we think and live – and it is by grace alone
through faith alone in Christ alone, that
we’re justified before a holy God.
We cannot ever relax these primary
biblical teachings just because our churches

may be confessionally Reformed. In short,
we have not arrived.
John Calvin understood this. In 1555,
as he was preaching through the book of
Titus, he was making application to Paul’s
exhortation to Titus, “that you should set in
order the things that are lacking” (Tit. 1:5).
Speaking directly to the Reformed
movement and the churches emerging from
this work of grace, Calvin gave these words,
which we need to take much heed to at this
time. It is a fitting close to all that has been
said: “But those who are happy with the
present state of affairs are much deceived:
it is a sign that they have not yet understood
the goal to which God calls them, nor have
they examined themselves, for we are very
far from the mark at which we should be
aiming.
“So let us strive as hard as we can to
reach it, and let us carefully reflect on what
we lack. Even when God graciously allows
his word to be purely preached to us, and
even when some tolerable order prevails
among us, let us remind ourselves that all is
not perfect and that the work is never truly
done.
“This should not dampen our spirits
but should rather prod and prompt us to
observe Paul’s injunction and to follow his
advice…
“Let us learn, then, to be displeased
with ourselves. May we be led always to
seek the furtherance of Christ’s kingdom,
and as we see the building still incomplete,
let us try as much as possible to finish it.”

